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NATIONAL PHYSICIANS DATASOURCE LLC

Key Executives:
Jerold B. Spitz, MD, Founder and Chairman
Lauren Engel, General Manager   

PRIMARY PRODUCTS:
The Little Blue Book (print; BTB)
Little Yellow Fax Book (print; BTB)
Physician MasterFile (Database; BTB)
DocFinderPlus (Web; BTC)
EKGonline (Web; BTB)
MDhub (Web; BTC)
QUIKMED (Software; BTB)

COMPETITORS:
American Medical Association
infoUSA
SK&A Information Services

COMPANY SIZE:
$7 million; 50 employees

INDUSTRY:
Healthcare

OWNERSHIP:
Privately-held

MARKET:
US, national

FOCUS:
BTB; BTC

REVENUE BASE:
Advertising

“Being in practice is key. A lot of e-healthcare ventures fail because they’re not 
relying on doctors to, not only do the developing, but also to actually oversee products
being developed.”

Jerold Spitz, MD, founder

History/Market Position
Back in 1988, faced with the frustration of never being able to quickly
find other physicians’ phone numbers in his area, or having to refer
to outdated directories, Dr. Jerold Spitz developed a pocket-size
directory that listed local practicing physicians, their medical office
phone/fax numbers and addresses, and more recently, their email
addresses, doctor-to-pharmacist phone numbers, HMO affiliations,
UPIN (Unique Physician Identification Number) and hospital 
extension information. 
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There are now 145 local editions of what came to be known in the
industry as The Little Blue Book, published by National Physicians
DataSource1 (NPD) and distributed exclusively to doctors, some 92%
of all office-based practicing physicians. The books, supported com-
pletely by advertising, have always been free, but in 2000, the com-
pany actually sold over 125,000 additional copies, a business Spitz
never anticipated. When the company first started and doctors
asked for extra books, he says.

We just gave it to them. Every doctor got the same 
edition, with the same advertisers. Then we split the
advertising (psychologists, for example, aren’t prescribing
birth control), and split the editions into specialty editions.
Every specialty in a locale gets the complete listing of
physicians in that area. The only thing that changes is
advertising to that specialty. This is a tremendous burden
for us (in terms of production), meaning there are 12 or 13
specialty editions in every city. But advertisers love it.

As for additional sales of the books, Spitz explains.

We have no ads for ophthalmologists, for example. Years
ago we used to send ophthalmologists a book with 
primary care advertising. Then we stopped sending it to
them because there was no sponsorship. Instead we 
sent an offer to purchase The Little Blue Book and that
increased our sales of books tremendously.

The aggregated listings of the local editions, collected from primary
sources only, form The Little Blue Book Physician MasterFile, the
most complete database of practicing physicians available. With
more than 350,000 listings2, it is also the foundation for an array of
Little Blue Book products, including:

• The Little Yellow Fax Book (like The Little Blue Book but 
fax numbers only)

• DocFinderPlus, the online consumer version of The 
Little Blue Book

• MDhub, an online service that allows patients to contact 
doctors’ offices for non-emergency needs. 

• EKGonline, which allows doctors free and instant access to
patients’ EKG information 

• QUIKMED, a medical record-keeping software program 
for physicians 

NPD sells its Physician MasterFile through direct mail postcards and
trade shows, and also through Medical Marketing Services (MMS),
a major list broker also used by the American Medical Association
AMA. All NPD data comes with a “guarantee for accuracy.” If a 
company buys mailing labels from the NPD, for example, and certain
mailed items get returned, the NPD provides postage refunds on
those items.
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1 Because of brand-name recognition, National Physicians DataSource
is on its way to becoming The Little Blue Book Company.

2 Various estimates place the number of total physicians at between
600,000 to 700,000, a critical marketing issue for the company



The database is also licensed, primarily to pharmaceutical compa-
nies, but also to e-healthcare ventures such as Yahoo! Health,
Medscape, Lumenos and Beansprout.net. 

Although the company has seen increased revenue from database
licensing and sources other than The Little Blue Book, the original
print product is what allows the company to continue building and
maintaining its database. “It will always be the focus of our efforts,”
says Spitz. 

The company, which focuses exclusively on healthcare efficiency
and making doctors’ lives easier, is privately owned by Spitz and his
wife, Lauren Engel, who has been president for the past seven years.
Spitz, a practicing physician, sees himself as a “creative director” of
sorts, but adds.

Being in practice is key. A lot of e-healthcare ventures fail
because they’re not relying on doctors to, not only do the
developing, but also to actually oversee products being
developed.

Spitz partially attributes the success of the NPD products to the fact
that he uses them continually, has constant involvement in the
process, and may send 4 or 5 emails a day to his publishing staff,
pointing out what works and what doesn’t.

Located in Avon, CT, the $7M company has grown from 40 to 50
employees in the last year, including home-callers who call doctors’
offices to verify information. Back when the company first started
out, the caller would say (legitimately), “I’m calling from Dr. Spitz’s
office” to get Dr. So-and-So’s fax number, for example. If they’d said
they were calling from The Little Blue Book it would never have
worked. These days it’s “flipped the other way”, according to Spitz.
When callers say they’re calling from The Little Blue Book, the
response is, ‘Oh! What can we do for you?’

Spitz cannot emphasize enough the value of primary sourcing-every
aspect of his business depends on it-and the inclusion of hospital,
pharmacy and HMO information along with a physician’s listing. His
database doesn’t swell with sheer numbers like some competitor
databases, such as the AMA, InfoUSA and Healthgrades but he
proclaims.

Everybody thinks, the more the better. What we do does-
n’t gel with people because users think they’re missing
out on something. From the database publishing side, if
you’re infoUSA, you get paid for your numbers [the more
doctors in your lists, the more you can charge]. We fight
that. We want to be pure and as accurate as possible.
That costs us a lot of business.

Spitz concedes that the infoUSA database relies on primary sources,
but the AMA does not. He also adds.
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Despite being 

a relatively small player with a 

relatively small database, the

company has had some major

licensing wins.

The scoping of the Little Blue

Book database (its designated

universe of coverage) places it

at a competitive disadvantage in

an industry that has traditionally

valued larger rather than smaller

databases.
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One thing that really differentiates us is the listing of 
practicing physicians. None of the other databases do that.

Alluding to one of the The Little Blue Book’s direct mail pieces, Spitz
asks:

When is a database of 400,000 doctors better than a
database of 700,000? [You turn the card over]: When
they’re all practicing physicians.

Pointing to industry-related websites that feature doctor-lookup
functionality, Spitz alleges that most produce inaccurate, incomplete
or outdated information. He adds that, in light of the fact that doctors
commonly practice one thing but may have been board-certified in
another, his is the only database that differentiates between the 
specialty the doctor actually practices vs. the specialty in which the
doctor was educated.

Verification of practicing physicians also takes place through fax
broadcasts, a primary tool used to reach physicians to get them to
update their information. Fax broadcasts, Spitz says, are also an
ideal tool for soliciting doctors to attend pharmaceutical meetings.

Though the fax database is not licensed, the NPD charges to 
disseminate marketing information while maintaining “editorial 
oversight”. A fax goes out to a group of doctors who 
then use a tracking sheet to pass the information around. 

The fax broadcast service continues to be one of the NPD’s most
effective communication tools. Spitz even cites one occasion when
the company did a fax broadcast for Dragon NaturallySpeaking
(NatSpak), a voice-recognition software. After the first 10,000 faxes
went out, the company called and asked them to stop because they
couldn’t handle the magnitude of calls coming in.

In the future Spitz envisions managing data for hospitals and man-
aged care organizations, using Cigna as an example of a company
that spends a lot of money trying to track down its doctors. Likewise
for hospitals, says Spitz. “It’s not their business, (whereas) we are in
the business of knowing where doctors are.”

First Internet Effort
In 1999, Spitz decided to take his database online with
DocFinderPlus, a consumer version of The Little Blue Book which
allows users to search for a doctor by specialty, location, HMO and
hospital affiliation. “It’s the only Web offering like this,” he asserts. 

Up until that time, The Little Blue Book Physician MasterFile only list-
ed doctors found in the 145 local editions. Says Spitz.
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The company derives 

substantial revenue by 

sending fax broadcast 

messages to its database 

for clients. Fax is still a 

powerful communications 

tool for physicians. 

While many owners of 

physicians databases see

opportunity in maintaining

databases on behalf of HMOs,

the scale and risk of such

undertakings, coupled with

internal HMO operational and

political issues, have mitigated

against such ventures.

The company avoided 

cannibalization by positioning

DocFinderPlus as a consumer

site, not a site for physician use.
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When we realized we were going on the Internet we had
to make an extraordinary effort to go get (more national
coverage). We basically had to go to hospitals and ask for
lists of attending physicians, then we had to verify that
information (by contacting those doctors’ offices to make
sure they were practicing physicians). Now we have rep-
resentation in every state. Even if we don’t publish a local
edition, we list doctors in that state (in the Physician
MasterFile).

Still, he says, there are two weaknesses in The Little Blue Book
database: 1) coverage of rural areas, and 2) hazy distinction when it
comes to full-time hospital doctors who see non-hospital patients
within the hospital environment.

There may also be cases where you’ve got prominent physicians,
household names in the medical community, but if they’re not 
practicing, and you can’t make an appointment with them when you
find their name online, they won’t be listed in The Little Blue Book.

Newest Internet Venture
MDhub, another online product based on The Little Blue Book, was
launched in March 2001. Due to its magnitude and sophisticated
functionality, it is the only online offering that was not built in-house.
MDhub allows patients to search for a doctor, view the doctor’s pro-
file, including medical office address information, doctor’s specialty,
HMO and hospital affiliations, and also visit that doctor’s Message
Center, a pre-built online “office” where they can request prescription
renewals, referrals and test results, request or cancel appointments,
or fill out a form to let their doctor know how they’re feeling since
their recent visit.

Because physicians generally don’t use computers and email in their
daily practice, the system employs The Little Blue Book fax database
to spur the message. Any data you plug in goes directly by fax to the
doctor’s office. How quickly the doctor responds to your request is
another matter. “We’re not changing the way the doctor handles the
message,” explains Spitz. “What we’re doing is providing patients
with another option.”

The fact that doctors’ offices are not universally equipped with 
computers and the Internet is a resounding message in Spitz’s
approach. Because his business relies on the accuracy of physician
information, which is often garnered by fax broadcast, the new
MDhub allows physicians to be on the receiving end of Internet
activity (via fax) without requiring them to actually go online. In fact,
a doctor may not even be aware of their individual MDhub Message
Center at all until a patient accesses it and a resulting fax arrives in
the doctor’s office, Spitz says.
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The Little Blue Book’s “insid-

er” market knowledge gave

rise to its ingenious approach

to the Web: since most doc-

tors are not online, their site

yields benefits to physicians,

even when they don’t have an

Internet connection. 

Unlike many Web start-ups

whose success depends on

the target market changing

the way it does business,

MDhub was deliberately

designed so physicians would

not have to change the way

they do business.
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Now doctors know about this and can go to their own
pre-built message center. I don’t think our competitor,
whoever that is, has this. 

Using The Little Blue Book database and the proven-effective fax
broadcast system, the company markets MDhub to doctors by
sending three or four faxes, including a couple of teasers, to 
introduce the product. Fax and email are the company’s most 
effective marketing tools, says Spitz, who also says he hoped to be
featured in the media. Mentions on local radio stations, for example,
drive consumers to try out these kinds of products. 

To further market the online offering, the company distributes 
promotional items such as posters and appointment cards that have
the MDhub URL. It’s still up to the doctors to help make patients
aware of the service, but in some cases, the doctors will end up
hearing about it first from their patients who accessed them through
MDhub. Citing budgetary reasons for not launching an all-out 
marketing campaign for the product, Spitz anticipates an eventual
“buzz” around MDhub’s breakthrough possibilities.

He further sees MDhub as a communications module for all his “so-
called” competitors’ products, such as Salu.net3, the AMA’s Medem4,
WebMD5 and Medscape’s Aboutmyhealth.com6. If there are other
players in the healthcare communications arena, he says.

[Their activities help] create awareness amongst the 
public that the Internet is in fact a way to communicate
between patients and physicians.

Spitz makes the analogy to “Survivor”, the popular television series
that launched a spin-off phenomenon. Chances are, he suggests,
the people who watch Survivor are watching the spin-offs and 
enjoying them all. “They’re all doing well,” he says. He also mentions
a new online MD venture between Pfizer, IBM and Microsoft which
aims to lighten the paperwork load of doctors and enhance office
efficiency. This bold statement about the future of doctor-patient
communications, and encouraging doctors to use computers, says
Spitz,

...can only help our product. As long as you’re the best
there is, hopefully the best will do better.

Spitz further correlates the business to the food court in the mall,
where all the food stores are in one place and there’s something 
for everyone.

He’s less impressed with products like Helinx7, an e-healthcare site
that lets patients create structured messages to doctors on the
Internet. The doctor can then bill the patient or the insurance com-
pany. Spitz sees his products as the “exact opposite” of that kind of
venture, stating he doesn’t see it as a good practice of medicine. He
cites the importance of doctor-to-patient communication—the way a
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MDhub has enough win-win

elements for all parties and

can therefore rely on a viral

marketing effort.

3Salunet-venture capital backed Web startup
4Medem - owned by American Medical Association
5WebMD - publicly held; NASDQ:HLTH 
6MedScape - publicly held; NASDQ: MDLI
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patient explains their problems and the back-and-forth of questions
and answers—as vital to diagnosis and discussion of patient health.

Spitz reports that the company’s focus has shifted at the expense of
The Little Blue Book to MDhub for the time being, not necessarily
because it’s a Web offering, but just because it’s a new product and
its launch depended entirely on internal resources. Bringing doctors
online, according to Spitz, “is not that intentional.” Also, he states.

[MDhub] is very dear to my heart. It’s an important answer
to a big problem, and if successful, enhances The Little
Blue Book’s reputation.

We remind them that patients can find them online, and
we give them a reason to care that their information is
accurate. In theory, every practicing physician should 
be listed in our database. By creating awareness, the
doctor should be proactive in keeping their listing 
updated. (If they move, they immediately let us know.)

To make sure doctors provide accurate information for The Little
Blue Book database, he says.

We have to serve doctors. If we refer people online, the
doctor wants to make sure their information is accurate
[in order to get more patients]. [Through these online
products] we promote back to doctors and hospitals. 

I guess you could say we’re creating a co-dependent
relationship, but our gain is their gain and theirs is ours.

The print version of the database is published once a year, so of
course, is not as up-to-date as the DocFinderPlus online version.
Spitz claims, however, that his database is updated, literally, every
day. The Little Blue Book receives thousands of communications
daily, whether it’s doctors sending information by phone or fax, or
sending in checks for purchase of extra books. Every check and
return envelope, in fact, is checked against the database for 
continued accuracy - and this is done on a daily basis. 

Though none of The Little Blue Book information is downloadable
from the Internet at this point, Spitz anticipates an evolution to digital
on-demand printing whereby printing 100 local editions of The Little
Blue Book can be done with the press of a button - and will there-
fore contain the highest level of accuracy possible. Spitz sees the
downloadable capabilities as a “neat place to be.”

Internet Strategy  
What may come as a surprise is that, when it comes to the Internet,
Spitz claims he’s “not really focused on revenue.” He sees the
Internet merely as a communications device that allows patients an
alternative to the telephone and as another way to build The Little
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Creating dependence by

injecting a database between

buyer and seller is certainly a

powerful approach, but one

that takes time to establish.

On-demand printing can be

effective for ad-supported

publications, provided that

traditional circulation 

guarantees are not a barrier.

On-demand printing offers

increased targeting 

opportunities that publishers

can claim are even more 

valuable to advertisers. 
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Blue Book brand. Spitz also points out that because products like
MDhub are self-funded, they don’t need a sales and marketing force.
There is currently no advertising on the site-nor on DocFinderPlus or
EKGonline. Spitz explains.

To get advertising on the Internet, you need critical mass.
MDhub only has a few hundred (physicians who have
actually logged in) so far. We’re not pursuing advertising
on our Internet products yet because we’re focusing on
the products becoming a standard. We first have to prove
that this will work.

Very much a subscriber to the “If you build it they will come” 
philosophy, Spitz’s approach to his Internet offerings mirrors his 
original approach to The Little Blue Book. If you give it away for free,
people will come to rely on and appreciate it, and eventually they’ll
want to pay for it.

In terms of generating direct revenue from the Internet, however,
Spitz sees “the big picture” differently than most. He’s not expecting
huge profit-making online, and he calls his point-of-view “realistic”
and “simple”. 

The company’s Internet business model is based on shared advertis-
ing revenue and licensing fees. Organizations may opt to use the
Physician MasterFile data or DocFinderPlus search functionality, or
can simply link to DocFinderPlus. Licensing arrangements vary and
fees are negotiated case-by-case.

Yahoo! Health, for example, has a co-branding arrangement in which
it licenses the DocFinderPlus functionality and database, shares a
percentage of its exclusive advertising revenue and features The
Little Blue Book logo and tagline in conjunction with its own. The
NPD, however, has no involvement with the advertising featured on
its partner websites.

Beansprout7 (www.beansprout.net), which uses The Little Blue Book
database for its website, also employs it for its direct mail efforts.
Medscape has a $50k minimum revenue share deal with The Little
Blue Book, and companies like Lumenos, Athena Health, and 
literally hundreds of others, license Little Blue Book data.

Key Internet Lessons
When it comes to how prominent a role the Internet plays in doctors’
offices Spitz warns against relying on claims by secondary sources.
For example.

When you ask pharmaceutical companies how many 
doctors are on the Web, I’ve yet to find someone saying
they’re doing their own research. 
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The company philosophy

might be more accurately

stated as, “build it big enough

and advertisers will come.”

Revenue-share licensing deals

are still relatively uncommon,

and may or may not be attrac-

tive to the database owner.

Most owners still tend to favor

fixed, if potentially smaller,

licensing fees.

7 Beansprout - venture capital backed Web startup
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Ask doctors, ‘How many times a week do you access the
Internet from your medical office?’ Then ask, ‘How often
are you actually looking for medical information on the
Internet in your medical office?’ This is need-to-know
information for those going into Internet business with
doctors. You just have to ask the question, and ask it 
primarily. We ask on our fax broadcast: ‘Do doctors in 
the office have a computer in the exam or consultation
room?’ If so, you can target with an Internet strategy.

Spitz concedes that, in terms of e-healthcare, it’s difficult to get 
doctors to adapt and change the way they do things, whether it’s
Internet or non-Internet, and cites the challenge his company ran
into with EKGonline. Says Spitz.

It’s a great product. It makes sense for the doctor. I can
access my patient’s EKG online, totally free – but it’s just
another thing for a doctor to think of.

The bottom line on this product is that doctors just haven’t used it as
much as was hoped.7

MDhub, on the other hand, has had an “extraordinary response”
from doctors as well as patients. “If doctors are interested in building
their practice, this is a nice way to do it,” says Spitz, and although
he’s received some physician requests to be removed from MDhub
because they don’t check their faxes, even negative responses have
been taken into consideration and have helped to deliver a better
product. Spitz’s attitude is: “You can’t please all the people all the
time.” 

Though DocFinderPlus is the only Web offering that has a directly
corresponding print product, Spitz points out that DocFinderPlus
and The Little Blue Book, in fact, serve different purposes. One lists,
and is geared to, local area doctors while the other contains the
national database for use by consumers. All three online products
(DocFinderPlus, MDhub and EKGonline) are supported by the 
database yet have features and functionality exclusive to the Web. 

Spitz also goes for a dumbed down, “less is more” approach, stating.

We could do a lot more with The Little Blue Book and
MDhub functionality, but I say, No, let’s stick with the
20% that’ll get you the 80%.
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The company drives all prod-

ucts from a central database,

and maintains a media-neutral

distribution strategy. 

7 A survey by the American Medical Association indicates that while
more doctors are using the Internet for research and personal 
communications, only 17% said they use it for transferring medical
records, and only 8% use it for health insurance claims processing.
Among physicians who don’t have a Web site, 70% said they “never”
intend to develop one. Only a quarter of online physicians use e-mail
to communicate with their patients. Doctors said the Internet was
most useful for obtaining medical information (86%) and travel 
information (85%).
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And according to Spitz, print isn’t going away - at least not for 
doctors. He emphasized that everything doctors do still very much
depends on paper documentation, from actually viewing a patient’s
records (regardless of whether they originally were created on a
computer) to jotting down notes while talking to patients. 

Likewise, there are no wireless strategies associated with NPD’s
Web offerings. The company does sell data formatted on floppy disk
for Palm Pilot, which is indeed a hot item amongst physicians but,
says Spitz, for simple things like drug references, scheduling and
phone numbers, not for viewing of medical records, lab reports or
treatment of patients. He adds.

There’s a misconception as to how doctors work. It
seems a given that a doctor would be the ideal customer
for wireless communications. But doctors are not mobile.
Mobile for doctors means going from room to room. Why
not put a real color monitor in every exam room for $800
(rather than a good, color hand-held for $4000)?

Referring to QUIKMED, NPD’s proprietary medical record-keeping
software, Spitz points out that the end-product of the electronic
records system is a printed record. 

QUIKMED, allows the creation of medical records on a computer
(that can then be emailed, faxed, or sent by post), but is not a Web-
based product. Spitz, in fact, sees no real current or future need for
patient medical records to be stored and available online. Would
such availability be slightly more convenient? Yes, he answers, but in
terms of healthcare, in terms of how doctors treat patients, there’s
no need. And if there’s no need, why bother?

The QUIKMED website, which touts a hybrid electronic/paper 
system, is really testament to the philosophy behind NPD 
products – in print or online – and even takes a jab at those who
would have us think that electronic communications are the final
answer. With regard to patient medical records, the site reads:

A patient medical record is often best viewed in printed form, partic-
ularly during the patient encounter. The very same salespeople who
are trying to convert doctors to the paperless office are attending
their own meetings with paper agendas, Excel spreadsheets and
Word documents in hand.

In Spitz’s own words.

I don’t think there’s an easier way than pulling a book 
out of your pocket. When doctors make rounds in the
hospital, The Little Blue Book, or any print medium, is 
really handy.
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The company is 

knowledgeable and practical

about its marketplace, even 

if it means less rather than

more technology.
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Concludes Spitz.

We have to scale down our dreams about the Internet.
We’re going to learn that it’s a way to communicate.
Everything’s going to be a hybrid and a choice. Whatever
you want to do, whatever works.

At that moment, Spitz declares his cable modem is down. He had
been quoting from an emailed article he’d read stating that some
20% of doctor’s office phone calls are for prescription renewals, and
perhaps the other 80% for appointments. “If we can alleviate some
of that burden,” he says, “we’ll be doing all right.”

TPG’s Strategy Analysis
National Physician DataSource (“NPD”) faced the issue typical to all
print directory publishers: a need to find a way to migrate its print
product to the Web which is increasingly supplanting print as a 
communications medium. 

In addition, NPD needed to accomplish this in what is indisputably
one of the most crowded areas on the Web, healthcare, where an
estimated 10,000 Web sites vie for trade and consumer attention.
Further, as with all advertising-based directory publishers, NPD
needed to find a model for advertising presentation that worked for
advertisers, and find a way to price it that recognizes the nascent
status of the Web, without setting dangerous pricing precedents for
the highly successful print product.

In its favor were a number of factors:

■ The healthcare market is both a consumer and business market,
creating a variety of positioning options not generally available 
to publishers

■ Physicians are a known laggard market as far as Internet 
adoption, providing NPD additional time to find a workable 
online model

■ The extreme portability of its print product (pocket-sized), 
and highly abbreviated content (literally a white pages phone
directory) provided a strong defense against Web migration 

■ Having a successful advertising-based print publication, 
established, respected and producing results, NPD did not feel
the pressure experienced by some other publishers to offer a
“Web solution” to its advertisers. This, too, provided NPD time to
experiment to find an appropriate online model for itself
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At the same time, NPD was confronted with a number of issues
peculiar to its business:

■ Its limited dataset, while an asset from a production and presen-
tation standpoint, was a liability from a competitive standpoint,
as physician name and address information carries low value in 
a crowded marketplace.

■ Its database, while arguably of superior quality, is grossly inferior
on a strict numeric basis – far fewer listings than most competitors
offer. This requires NPD to educate its market – a mission that
Spitz and other publishers acknowledge is a seemingly Quixotic
one in today’s environment.

Given these market anomalies and constraints, NPD made the cor-
rect decision not to chase the BTB market it serves in print. Based
on its unique “insider” market knowledge NPD knew that physicians
would not use such a Web database to search for other physicians. 

Instead, NPD wisely chose to exploit the BTC opportunity. Its first
Web venture, DocFinderPlus, was similar to first generation Web
sites created by other directory publishers who felt the need to move
quickly to establish a Web presence. Such sites are characterized by:

■ Lack of a clear short-term revenue model
■ Positioning issues (in this case, consumers were unlikely to fully

appreciate some of the characteristics of the database that make
it a successful business product, particularly its selectivity)

■ Cannibalization potential (this is mitigated with NPD because
physicians were widely known for their resistance to Web usage,
particularly in the office)

■ An orientation towards defense of franchise (the notion that exis-
tence of the site would be reassuring to advertisers and might
discourage competitors from creating similar sites)

■ Limited resources to properly promote the site to achieve high
visibility and usage

Having said all this, it is clear that NPD learned lessons from its
DocFinderPlus implementation when it launched MDhub. The
MDhub site is particularly interesting because:

■ While it lacks a clear short-term revenue model, only a modest
level of consumer adoption will make it an ongoing necessity 
and high-value service to physicians, a highly leveraged and
inexpensive (though risky) way to achieve “lock-in” in a market.
With lock-in there will be rich advertising potential, which NPD
has shown itself to be adept at exploiting.

■ Positioning issues are mitigated because MDhub is more of 
a service than an information source. While it requires quality,
accurate information to work, consumers will value it for its 
convenience.
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■ Cannibalization is not an issue with MDhub because it is a serv-
ice for consumers, not an information source that might compete
with the print product. NPD was truly innovative in designing a
service that requires no physician participation or even Web con-
nectivity, thus bypassing the critical mass conundrum that has
doomed so many other Web ventures. Indeed, MDhub was fully
functional from the day it was launched.

■ As an entirely new, value-added service, MDhub adopts an
expansion rather than defensive posture. It hopes to utilize the
consumer traffic and physician loyalty it attracts to develop new
advertising vehicles, while continuously reinforcing the value of
the company and its products to its core physician constituency.

■ Promotion of the MDhub site can utilize viral marketing: NPD
provides physicians with devices to promote the site to patients
thereby increasing their efficiency and productivity without cost.

Perhaps most notable, MDhub strengthens NPD’s information value
proposition to physicians. As NPD data powers more sites (directly
and indirectly through licensing), it plays a greater role in bringing
both business and operating efficiencies to physicians, who in turn
have an increasingly powerful incentive to keep their NPD database
entries current and complete.

NATIONAL PHYSICIAN DATASOURCE LLC’S  INFORMATION VALUE PROPOSITION

This approach neatly positions NPD in the center of its marketplace,
creating a self-perpetuating information hub, by serving as both an
industry telephone book, an ASP answering service for physicians,
and a listings syndicator. 
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Best of all, all these services are free to all participants since the
overall model is one of advertising support. NPD could in theory
adopt an ASP pricing model should MDhub become widely accept-
ed in the marketplace. However, NPD has rejected this approach in
the short term, preferring to remain a “friend of the physician,”
because it believes this position enhances its ability to collect 
and maintain a high value database that is monetized through 
advertising, list sales, and data licensing.

TPG finds it difficult to make the case that either EKGonline or
QUIKMED, NPD’s software ventures, are strategically important, as
they leverage neither NPD data nor brand positioning. Instead, TPG
relegates these to the status of entrepreneurial inspiration that,
whether or not they succeed, will neither significantly enhance nor
detract from the core business. NPD does not seem to have 
significant resources devoted to either initiative.

While Spitz explicitly embraces the “build it and they will come” 
philosophy of Web marketing, he is uniquely positioned to make this
generally discredited approach work. If MDhub succeeds, it will offer
significant new revenue streams to the company. If it fails, short of
potentially creating a window of opportunity for competitors, it will
have little long-term impact on the company. 

As long as NPD has a dependable long-term revenue stream from
print advertising, it can adopt the long-term view with regard to its
Web ventures - a critical element of success when resources are 
limited and viral marketing is the primary tool for site promotion. As
importantly, NPD has implemented its site using internal resources,
so there is no significant cash burn requiring short-term success.

TPG worries that NPD is so heavily committed to a database scoping
that puts itself at odds with the industry by focusing on practicing
physicians rather than building a database of all physicians. While
eminently practical on the surface (after all, how useful is it to reach
non-practicing physicians?), its smaller database forces NPD into a
defensive sales posture that ultimately relies on data quality – a
tough sell in today’s environment. That’s because quality is easy 
to claim, hard to prove, and largely outside the consideration of the
mainstream direct marketing industry, which is driven by convenience
and compensated based on volume. 

This issue notwithstanding, NDP has shown remarkable success
licensing its database to big name players, which reflects its 
aggressiveness and flexibility.
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Actual pages from The Little Blue Book
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Promotion for The Little Blue Book Physicians Masterfile
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Enlarged version of a patient appointment card.
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Poster provided to physicians to post in their waiting rooms.
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Giveaway appointment card distributed in physicians’ offices.
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MDhub home page
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MDhub search screen used by consumers to identify 
appropriate physicians.
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Fax received by the physician from a user of MDhub.
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Fax and advertising promotions for The Little Yellow Fax Book.
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Promotion for DocFinder Plus.
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